
General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars

Hidden Treasure

 

From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many 
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These 
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for 
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.

 

The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have 
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great 
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it 
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s 
presentation of the Dharma. 

 

How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the 
first thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then 
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma. 
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we 
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative 
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those 
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation 
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.  

 

Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt 
and rubble to find the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes 
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought 
to Buddhism, confusion which can be reflected in the texts themselves. With brilliant 
flashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have 
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape. 

 

Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and 
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and 
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching 
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of 
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the 
fire of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and 
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to 
disagree.

 

We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider 
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you find here will inspire, stimulate, 
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more 
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.


Sangharakshita’s Literary Executors and the Adhisthana Dharma Team

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/order-members
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/becoming-friend
https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/stories/ethical-issues/unhelpful-attitudes-and-ideas/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 

This transcript has not been checked by Sangharakshita, and may contain mistakes 
and mishearings. Checked and reprinted copies of all seminars will be available as 

part of the Complete Works Project. 

https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/


THE TEN PILLARS OF BUDDHISM QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
TUSCANY 1984

CONTENTS

1 The Sixteen Arahats
3 Where is Jambudvipa?
3 Origin of term  "Going For Refuge"
6 Objections to "Taking the (Dharmacari vs Upasaka) Refuges"
7 The esoteric Refuges
9 Going For Refuge with more than one guru
9 Are the Ten Precepts used in other movements?
10 The positive nidanas in Buddhist thought
11 The ealy division between monk and lay
12 Such a division in the WBO
13 Lifestyle being secondary
14 Indian OM's and sexual relations
17 More celibacy in the Order?
20 Why the original Sangha was single sex
21 Stereotyping OM's
23 The origin of Body, Speech, Mind triad
23 Correlation between speech and the Sambogakaya
25 Why the triad was unlikely to have originated with the Buddha
27 FWBO jargon and adaptation of words
28 Why the Pali Canon as source of examples?
29 Origin of "anagarika"
30 Bhante's experience of anagarikas
32 Anagarikas in the West in the WBO
32 OM's getting married
35 Taboos
38 Is there a spiritual element in traditional analyses of man?
40 On doing one's practice daily
41 The Kutadanta sutta
43 Dualistic traditions
47 Dualism and the Mahayana
49 The Precepts as integral with Going For Refuge
50 "Rules" or "Items" of Training?
51 Positive nidanas within the skandhas?
52 Nirvana and the skandhas
54 The Ox-herding pictures
57 The Precepts as training
60 Positive nidanas within the skandhas?
62 "Unconstituted" rather than "Unconditioned"
66 Dualism
68 Criticism of traditional Buddhists
74 Lineage within the FWBO
75 Initiations 



76 Stepping outside tradition
78 Can love ever kill?
78 Punishment within the Order
79 Buddhists going to church
80 Expulsion from the Order
82 The Sangha invoking the secular law
83 Dharmacarini's dependence on thought
84 Major vs minor precepts
85 Laity's influence on the original precepts
86 Monks "keeping up appearances"
88 Living on the dole
92 Keeping up appearances
94 The spirit vs the letter of tradition
95 Modifying a rule
96 Bhante's status in the East
97 Robes
98 The original robes
99 WBO robes
99 Green cords
100 Strongest views are on the most trivial matters
101 Upgrading mitras
102 Mitras taking the precepts
103 and Refuges
105 .. .and doing puja
106 The basic puja
106 Ethics
109 "World" Buddhist Order?
110 Approach to beginners
111 Humanism
111 Ethics
112 Rationality & clear thinking
114 Strongest views on the most trivial matters
116 Knowing what you want
121 Capital punishment / monarchy
124 Sharing society's responsibilities
125 'Suicide' by burning (as a protest)
126 Karma and the secular law
127 Corporal punishment
129 Padmasambhava's behaviour
130 Violence in society
131 Mercy killing
133 'Suicide' in old age
134 Religious suicide
136 Abortion
140 Relationship between Going for Refuge and the Precepts
141 Karate and aggressiveness
142 Channelling negativity
149 Ten positive precepts or nine?
150 Empathy and communication



152 Existentialism
153 Emotional blackmail
158 Taking someone's time
160 The Shakespeare quote
161 Rewording the eighth precept
162 Sharing property in the Order
163 Common ownership in the Order
166 Common ownership in traditional Buddhism
166 Why poets have been quoted rather than philosophers
167 The 'imagination' of Hitler
168 Escapism in the Order
168 Reading Dr Johnson
170 Giver/gift/recipient unity
172 An anomoly in the cosmology
175 The Higher Criticism in  Christianity
177  "     "    "   Buddhism
181 The Rhys Davids's
182 Anarchism
184 Idealism
184 Asuras-animals relationship
185 Origin of asuras
186 "Gods that control the creations of others"
187 The arupa-loka and visualisation
190 Androgyny, mysticism and Sufism
192 Mysticism in Christianity
194A Mysticism in Buddhism
195 Androgyny in literature
196 Celibacy during sleep
197 Dreams
200 Falling in love
202 ... with a Bodhisattva
203 ... and the arts
210 Orgasm
211 'Powerful' experiences
213 Friendship & communication in the FWB0
216 Blake and the imagination
217 Contacting Bodhisattvas
220 Heroes
221 Vows of silence
222 Reticence
223 Curses
228 Children using rude words
229 Vocabulary limits experience
231 Rejoicing in merits
233 Remembering things
236 Contacting the Bodhisattvas
237 OM's passing on practices
238 ... and teaching the Dharma
240 FWBO co-ops working unethically



241 Synthesising the pairs of precepts
243 Chanting correctly
246 Negative speech as a safety valve
247 Speaking the truth
250 Elocution
253 Puja readings
254 Metaphor & Dualism
256 Merging of languages
257 Shabda
258 Clarity
259 Elegance
260 Eloquence
261 Speeches and formality
263 Cannibalism
265 Are the mind precepts the most important?
266 What is 'critical' awareness?
267 'Impermanence' in Western philosophy
268 Why do some people go further than others?
269 Western philosophers and the Dharma
271 The source of destructive urges
274 Mitra's miccha-ditthis
276 Classifying miccha-ditthis
277 Conversation vs communication
279 Handwriting
280 Character types
280 Fear
286 Horror stories
287 Imagination
288 Superstition
291 Six element practice
294 Psychological analysis as an excuse
299 Poverty in Britain
300 Taking responsibility
302 Men's desire for children
304 Expanding the Order


